
	

Portfolio Written Rationale: Bottom-Up/Technical Analysis 

This portfolio employs long and short strategies to capture alpha over the 
prescribed eight-month time horizon. The portfolio was constructed on a bottom-up 
basis to short stocks that are extremely overvalued and invest in positions that are 
undervalued. To achieve this, I ran a screen for the highest and lowest P/E multiples 
in North American large-cap stocks. The long and short positions in this portfolio were 
also chosen based on momentum and relative value – I chose positions that I expect 
to revert and trend closer to intrinsic value over a short time horizon. I have chosen 
two short and three long positions to capture alpha over this period and maintained 
a 15% position in cash to act opportunistically.   

1. Short: Netflix (15%) 
This stock is trading at 351x TTM earnings. With pressure from strong 
competitive forces fighting for market share and relatively low barriers to 
entry, I expect the valuation of this stock to correct and reflect a more 
reasonable earnings outlook in the near-term.   

2. Short: Amazon (15%) 
Trading at 183x earnings, Amazon has been a market darling over the past 
three years. While this is a high-growth company, its valuation is pricing-in 
revenue growth that I believe is higher than likely. This makes the stock 
vulnerable to significant depreciation if reported growth is lower than the 
market expects – an event that I believe is likely over the next eight months.     

3. Long: Ford Motors (15%) 
With the stock trading at 6.3x TTM earnings, positive market sentiment and 
strong economic outlook will increase the stock price over the next eight 
months. Ford has a strong brand and consistent demand for its vehicles. 
While its growth prospects are limited, the company’s stock price is very 
cheap, trading at 6.3x earnings. I expect the market to ascribe higher value to 
the earnings growth outlook for this company between now and August.   

4. Long: CBS Corporation (20%) 
Trading at 17x earnings, the company has reported consistently strong 
numbers over the past two years. Much of this financial success has not been 
reflected by the company’s stock price when you look at trailing mid-term 
numbers. Over the past six months, the stock has been gaining momentum, 
returning 6.5%. This downtrend and subsequent reversal indicates a reversion 
of the momentum that characterized much of the previous two years. The 
company is cheap compared to its peers; I expect the valuation gap to close. 

5. Long: CI Financial (20%) 
Trading at 15x earnings, the market punished this stock after a period of 
underperformance and OSC investigations. As market sentiment turns positive 
in 2017, I expect strong performance numbers will reflect in the stock price.  

6. Cash (15%) 

I believe this bottom-up analysis (with a bit of technical influence) long/short portfolio 
strategy will capture alpha in the market, as capital moves from the most overvalued 
securities with dubious earnings outlooks to undervalued securities with long-term 
track records of strong earnings and dividend growth.  


